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when you start your compaq laptop, your computer checks the hardware and software on your compaq laptop. theres an option on the screen that lets you check the status of your bios. this screen shows the bios version, configuration settings, and more. this tool installs software on your microsoft windows device that allows hp to detect and gather data about your hp and compaq
products to provide quick access to support information and solutions. technical data is gathered for the products supported by this tool and is used to identify products, provide relevant solutions and automatically update this tool, to improve our products, solutions, services, and your experience as our customer. run the hp bios updater software to update the bios. if you have

windows nt or 2000, you cant use tweakbios within the os because these oss wont let software directly access the hardware. instead, theres a workaround. boot into your system using a dos system disk. start tweaks.exe and adjust your settings. when youre finished, close the program and run the utility int19.exe. this program will start your operating system without rebooting the
computer. pretty clever, huh once you have installed the bios update, restart the computer and let hp bios updater do its thing. you should see the message "bios update successful". if not, the bios update failed and you should look at the update log file found at c:\program files\hp\bios updater.txt to see what happened. after successful update, do a free bios scan. now reboot your pc

and see whether the results are satisfactory. if you find any issue with the new update, don't panic. just go back to the installation setup page and make necessary changes. but remember if you are completely satisfied with the results, then write back to us. we will post your success story on this page for the benefit of all our visitors.

Hp Compaq Dc5750 Bios Download

the bios is the first code that runs when the computer is turned on. it initializes the computer and enables it to be controlled by the operating system. the firmware is made up
of a series of program instructions that the computer's processor, or central processing unit, executes to enable the computer to function. (the term firmware is a contraction

of the term firmware. firmware includes the bios, which is a program for the computer, and the operating system itself, which is a program that loads and runs on the
computer.) the bios is the first program that runs when you turn on your computer. the bios will enable your computer to run and initialize the system. once the system is up,
the bios will look to see what hardware is installed in your computer. using the information provided by the bios, your operating system will load and run. if youre looking for

windows vista drivers, you can download them from the microsoft driver download site. it includes over 1 million device drivers for over 10,000 hardware and software
products. you can get drivers from > hp compaq dc5750 bios download the bios and the cpu communicate with each other. the bios is installed in the rom or read-only

memory of the cpu. roms are read only memory. they allow the cpu to run the bios program and the operating system. roms store the bios program. the update function is a
convenient feature that allows you to perform a bios update at any time. you can run it immediately after a bios update is installed, or you can schedule it for later. this could
be useful in case your computer is running really slow, or you just want to reboot at a later time to test the bios update. to update a bios, you need to connect the power cable

to the computer and to an available ac power outlet, and the update function will appear. there you will see the date and time the update is scheduled for, and then press
update now. 5ec8ef588b
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